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Abstract

This study builds on the detailed empirical research of the three investigators, who 
have been collaborating on researching the Hong Kong linguistic situation since the 
early 1980s.  This  research utilises  social  survey methodology to investigate  which 
languages are used within the community. In more technical terms, this has involved 
carrying out ‘sociolinguistic surveys’ (surveys of languages in society) to investigate 
which languages are learnt, and which are used, by whom to whom, across a range of 
settings (or ‘domains’)  in Hong Kong society.  Previously,  three such surveys have 
been conducted, in 1983, 1993, and 2003. The 1983 sociolinguistic survey used face-
to-face interviews with a total of 1240 respondents (Bolton and Luke 1999). This was 
followed,  in  1993  and  2003,  by  two  telephone  surveys  conducted  by  the  Social 
Sciences  Research Centre  of  The University  of  Hong Kong,  where  a  total  of  886 
respondents were interviewed in the 1993 survey, and 1060 in the 2003 (Bacon-Shone 
and Bolton 1998, 2008). One broad aim of all three surveys was to describe patterns of 
language acquisition, language use, and attitudes to language policies in Hong Kong. 
This study carried out a sociolinguistic survey of Hong Kong in 2014 together with 
detailed reanalysis of the 2011 census data across the 18 districts and 412 constituency 
areas, which yields useful and applicable results relating to ethnic/linguistic minorities, 
multilingualism, multiculturalism, and language planning, of direct interest to public 
policy in Hong Kong. It also calibrates for the first time, using expert assessment, self-
reported claims of proficiency in oral English and Putonghua and written English and 
simplified Chinese. 
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Executive Summary 

This report concerns a research project (funded by the Public Policy Research Funding Scheme of the 
Central Policy Unit, HKSARG) carried out by the Social Sciences Research Centre of The University of 
Hong Kong which involved (i) the conduct of a community-wide language survey from August 2014 – 
January 2015; and (ii) the detailed analysis of language data from the 2011 Census of the HKSAR. The 
results of the project have the potential to contribute to a much greater understanding of patterns of language 
acquisition, language use and multilingualism within the Hong Kong community.  

Key results from this project include: 

• Confirmation that Cantonese remains the key language for oral communication in many settings in 
Hong Kong; 

• Strong evidence that the Hong Kong community is becoming increasingly trilingual, as a strong 
majority of young people claim knowledge of all three of Hong Kong’s major spoken languages; 

• Data that shows that English remains an important language of the workplace, especially for written 
communication; 

• Results that highlight the diverse multilingualism of Hong Kong society with at least 27 major and 
minor languages; 

• Language maps that show groups of language speakers are distributed unevenly across the HKSAR; 

• That nearly all of Hong Kong’s younger citizens who speak South Asian languages also speak English, 
and many also speak Cantonese, in contrast with older South Asian language speakers, many of whom 
speak neither Cantonese, nor Putonghua nor English.  

Policy recommendations: 

• That the HKSAR government should continue to promote its stated policy of ‘trilingualism and 
biliteracy’ in the HKSAR, with the implications of continuing economic benefits of communication with 
the Mainland and the rest of the world in English and Putonghua and the social and cultural benefits of 
the continuing strength of Cantonese.  

• That the government consider ways in which high-level proficiency in both oral and written English and 
simplified written Chinese might be more effectively promoted through Hong Kong’s education system, 
given the evidence in this report that the numbers estimated to be high-level performers in these three 
varieties is noticeably low with the implication that although the number of trilingual in Hong Kong are 
increasing, the number with high level proficiency is still relatively small, which hampers the high level 
of communication needed in executive level communication in business and government  

• That the government consider framing ‘biliteracy’ to encompass literacy in both traditional and 
simplified Chinese characters, with the implication that Simplified characters are important for national 
communication but there are currently relatively low levels of proficiency at present, while Traditional 
characters remain essential to preservation of Hong Kong culture.  

• That the government redouble its efforts to provide appropriate Chinese-as-a-Second-Language 
programmes for second language Chinese speakers, such as South Asian language speakers and 
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immigrants, so as to allow these residents full access to the community, with the implication that 
although many younger South Asians have a command of spoken Cantonese, there remains a serious 
challenge is providing adequate and relevant teaching in literacy in written Chinese to the whole 
community as well as oral Cantonese to older members.  

• That the government cease the inaccurate labeling of resident South Asian language speaking students as 
non-Chinese speaking (NCS) students and instead use the more accurate and less discriminatory term of 
‘Second Language Chinese speaking’ (SLCS) students with the implication that this label is highly 
misleading and potentially discriminatory and the term ‘Second Language Chinese speaking’ (SLCS) is 
not only linguistically accurate, but also non- discriminatory, exclusionary and discouraging.  

• That the government require that all research funded with government money should normally be made 
fully public, as is already the case for research funded from the Public Policy Research Funding scheme 
of the Central Policy Unit and most research funded by Food and Health Bureau, but not currently the 
case for research funded by the Standing Committee on Language Education and Research (SCOLAR) 
for language research that they fund from the Language Fund. Other jurisdictions have long recognised 
that publicly funded research is a public good that needs maximum publicity and access to ensure the 
maximum benefit to the community.  

• That ethnic minority residents be recognised as constituting distinct language speaking groups with 
different characteristics living in different localities, as the language maps in this report illustrate with 
the implication that full recognition of the cultural and social capital from minorities will enhance Hong 
Kong’s position as China's leading financial and services centre, a great place to live and as Asia's world 
city.  

• That future Censuses collect data on all the spoken and written languages of the HKSAR with the 
implication that only if the HKSARG records a full list of these languages will we have a full record of 
multilingualism in Hong Kong and show how competitive it is with the multilingualism that London is 
so proud of.  

• That the government and society in the HKSAR fully value the multilingualism of the community as a 
valuable resource, rather than regarding this as a problem. The implication is that multilingualism and 
multiculturalism represent key Hong Kong values and should contribute to 'the Hong Kong advantage' 
regionally and globally. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

This study, funded as a Public Policy Project by the Central Policy Unit of the Hong Kong SAR 
Government, builds on the detailed empirical research of the three investigators, who have been 
collaborating on researching the Hong Kong linguistic situation since the early 1980s. This research has 
utilised a social survey methodology to investigate which languages are used within the community. In more 
technical terms, this has involved carrying out ‘sociolinguistic surveys’ (surveys of languages in society) to 
investigate which languages are learnt, and which are used, by whom to whom, across a range of settings (or 
‘domains’) in Hong Kong society. Previously, three such surveys have been conducted, in 1983, 1993, and 
2003. The 1983 sociolinguistic survey used face-to-face interviews with a total of 1240 respondents (Bolton 
and Luke 1999). This was followed – in 1993 and 2003 – by two telephone surveys conducted by the Social 
Sciences Research Centre (SSRC) of The University of Hong Kong, where a total of 886 respondents were 
interviewed in the 1993 survey, and 1060 in the 2003 (Bacon-Shone and Bolton 1998, 2008). One broad aim 
of all three surveys was to describe patterns of language acquisition, language use, and attitudes to language 
policies in Hong Kong. This present project involves a sociolinguistic survey of Hong Kong in 2014 
together with the detailed reanalysis of the 2011 census data, which yields useful and applicable results 
relating to language use, proficiency and attitudes, of direct interest to public policy in Hong Kong. 

The three stated objectives of this study are: 

1. To survey and report on the claimed proficiency of Hong Kong citizens in the major languages of the 
society, i.e. Cantonese, Putonghua and English. 

2. To enable the continued monitoring of trends in language acquisition/learning and language use in 
Hong Kong society. 

3. To survey and report on the use of minority languages and minority dialects within the Hong Kong 
community. 

For a jurisdiction like Hong Kong that relies heavily on trade and communication with the outside world, 
especially Mainland China, North America, Europe and the rest of Asia, language proficiency is a critical 
economic policy issue. Two decades ago, it was argued that one element in the 'Hong Kong advantage' was 
that the city provided an English- using environment for international businesses. Over the last fifteen years, 
Putonghua has gained in importance, and the HKSAR increasingly functions in three languages. For Hong 
Kong to perform well linguistically and to meet this trilingual challenge requires both an understanding of 
trends in language proficiencies and use, and an understanding of the community's attitudes towards 
languages and language education. 

The importance of language questions in Hong Kong is not restricted to the economic domain, but is also 
relevant to issues of culture and identity in Asia's world city. Hong Kong is not only an important 
international hub, but is also a community with strong feelings of language loyalty, where the Cantonese 
dialect/language enjoys a high status in many areas of language use. The status of Putonghua in Hong Kong 
society has risen markedly in recent years, although it is in question whether to what extent increasing 
Putonghua proficiency is driven by national identity or economic benefit. In this context, one may argue 
that, in short, there are few issues of greater policy importance for Hong Kong than trends in language use, 
proficiency and attitudes, and the linkage between such matters and questions of local and national identity. 
Here, we would argue that the findings of this survey are crucial to such questions, especially as the 
language results from census data provide no information about language use in the workplace and the 
personal domain, or concerning language attitudes. In fact, a detailed study of the languages of the 
workplace was carried out by two members of the current research team in 2012-13 on behalf of Standing 
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Committee on Language Education and Research (SCOLAR) . The results of this present study relating to 4

patterns of multilingual language behaviour in the workplace agree rather closely with the results of this 
earlier survey (Bacon-Shone and Bolton 2014).

A second question of considerable interest is the language profile for minority languages and dialects in 
Hong Kong. Because the small number of minority language respondents in the survey restricts the analysis 
of their language use, we are utilizing census data in this present study to examine the claimed proficiency 
for nearly all languages spoken within each district council constituency area and for some key language 
combinations by age. 

Linguistic research through language surveys has had a long history that, historically, included the 
Linguistic Survey of India, which produced 11 volumes of research in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century. More recently, a substantial number of linguistic surveys were carried out in Africa and the Middle 
East in the 1960s and 1970s, where decisions concerning the use of official languages were seen as vitally 
important in a number of developing societies (Cooper 1980). In Hong Kong, language survey questions 
have a long history, as the first questions on language abilities in Chinese date from the 1911 census, and 
questions on the claimed knowledge of English and Chinese have regularly been included in censuses 
throughout the past 50 years. There is recent Census data for Hong Kong (Census and Statistics Department 
2011), and, as mentioned above, the authors of this current proposal have themselves carried out detailed 
language surveys at ten-year intervals since 1983. Elsewhere in the world, the importance of language-use 
surveys in policy development has been shown in many countries where multilingualism is seen as a key 
issue in economic and social development. Even in the European Union, the monitoring of the languages 
used by its citizens has been regarded as a key policy issue, related to the goals of greater social integration, 
mobility and economic development. The Eurobarometer surveys conducted by the European Commission 
in recent years include some of the largest international surveys of language use outside national censuses 
(Eurobarometer 2006). 

 Unfortunately, the secretariat of SCOLAR has so far declined to make the full report public online or allow 4

the researchers to make it public online, without providing any rationale, although they have now made the 
executive summary public. Clearly this is surprising for research funded by public money, which SCOLAR 
itself stated was valuable to the community.
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Chapter 2 Methodology 

2.1 Telephone survey 

The telephone survey used a standardised questionnaire administered by telephone to a broadly 
representative sample of the Hong Kong population. The sample frame was constructed using fixed line 
telephone numbers (random numbers seeded from the telephone directories to ensure coverage of the many 
ex-directory numbers). Although fixed-line penetration has now dropped in Hong Kong below 85%, mobile 
coverage of those aged 60+ is still limited, meaning that fixed-line provides both greater comparability with 
the 1993 and 2003 rounds of the survey and greater generalisability for this survey to the whole population 
aged 12+. Individuals were sampled within households using the last birthday rule to reduce non-contact 
bias. The designed sample size was 2000 respondents aged 12+. This sample size ensures that there is at 
least 80% power to detect a change of 5% difference since 2003 in any prevalence rate. It also yields a 95% 
confidence interval width of at worst +/-2% for the whole population and +/-5% for subgroups of size 400 
(i.e. 20% sub-populations). Telephone surveys in Hong Kong generally yield greater interviewer quality 
(thanks to closer supervision) and much lower costs than face-to-face interviews. In this survey, we 
undertook audio recording (with consent), both for enhanced quality control and also to yield anonymous 
language samples that can be used for validating the proficiency assessments (see below). 

The questionnaire was designed to last at most 20 minutes (this is long, but past experience suggested this is 
feasible as respondents find the survey content interesting), covering the following areas: 

1. Self-reports concerning patterns of language learning at school and elsewhere 
2. Self-reports concerning the language(s) used at home, school and work 
3. Self-reported language proficiency in English, Putonghua, and Cantonese; 
4. Attitudes to English as well as Cantonese and Putonghua 
5. Attitudes to the use of particular languages in education 
6. Knowledge and use of minority languages and dialects 
7. Demographic information such as age, education, gender, marital status, occupation, personal 

income and years in Hong Kong. 

Data from the above areas are analysed in detail in Chapter 3. 

The questionnaire was designed to be trilingual in Cantonese, English and Putonghua, which should cover 
nearly all the resident population, while allowing use of the normal SSRC pool of telephone interviewers, 
who are all trilingual. However, as noted later, this causes some bias against other languages by excluding 
respondents who do not speak any of these three core languages. 

2.1.1 Fieldwork dates 

Fieldwork for the telephone survey was done from 7pm to 10pm on weekdays between August 2014 and 
January 2015. 
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2.1.2 Response rate  

Table	2.1	Final	status	of	telephone	contacts	

  

A total of 39,999 telephone numbers were attempted. However, 6,762 households were not available at that 
time, 992 households refused and 202 answered only part of the questionnaire. Ultimately, a total of 2,049 
respondents were successfully interviewed by using the CATI in the survey. The overall contact rate was 
30.2%  and response rate was 63.2% . Table 2.1 shows the detailed breakdown of final telephone contact 5 6

status. Note that there were 32 potential respondents (versus 2,049 successful interviews) who could not be 
interviewed because they could not speak Cantonese, English or Putonghua, suggesting a bias of the order of 
1.5%. 

2.1.3 Weighting 

As telephone surveys are known to have some age and gender bias, the results have been weighted to match 
the Census and Statistics Department (C&SD) data for age and gender in Q4, 2014. Table 2.2 shows the age 
and gender distribution of survey respondents and Table 2.3 shows the weights used in order to match the 
C&SD data. 

Type Final	status	of	contact Number	of	cases

1 Success 2,049

2 Par<al	Case 202

3 Refusal 992

4 Not	available 6,762

5 Business/Fax	lines 2,029

6 Language	problem	(No	Eng.,	Cant.	or	Put.) 32

7 Fax/data	line 1,231

8 Disconnected	number 16,354

9 No	answer 9,642

Total 39,999

 Contact rate = the number of answered telephone calls divided by the total number of calls attempted, sum of (type1 5

to 6)/ Total = (2049+202+992+6762+2029+32)/39999 = 30.2%.

 Response rate = the number of successful interviews divided by the sum of the numbers of successful interviews, 6

partial cases and refusal cases, (type 1) / (type 1 + type 2 + type 3) = 2049/(2049+202+992)=63.2%.
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Table	2.2	Language	survey	respondents	by	age	and	gender	

Counts	

Percentages	

Table	2.3	Language	survey	weights	

Age Male Female Total

12-19 79 75 154

20-29 106 123 229

30-39 57 105 162

40-49 103 191 294

50-59 165 253 418

60-69 173 232 405

70-79 104 113 217

80+ 45 59 104

Refuse 6 60 66

Total 838 1211 2049

Age Male Female Total

12-19 3.98 3.78 7.77

20-29 5.35 6.20 11.55

30-39 2.87 5.30 8.17

40-49 5.19 9.63 14.83

50-59 8.32 12.76 21.08

60-69 8.72 11.70 20.42

70-79 5.24 5.70 10.94

80+ 2.27 2.98 5.24

Age Male Female

12-19 1.0508 1.0393

20-29 1.2510 1.2429

30-39 2.4141 1.9445

40-49 1.4301 1.0508

50-59 1.0982 0.7773

60-69 0.6972 0.5287

70-79 0.6102 0.5608

80+ 0.8638 1.0161

Refuse 5.0183 0.5982
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2.1.4 Quality assurance 

All interviewers studied the questionnaire instructions and successfully completed a practice interview 
before making phone calls. The supervisor reviewed the interviews to see whether the interviewers were 
employing proper question-asking and probing techniques and conducting the interview in a professional 
manner.  General problems were also noted and instructions were clarified for every interviewer. The 
telephone survey followed the normal SSRC quality assurance procedures, which included the following 
procedures: (i) The data collected were subjected to range checking and logical checking, and unclear and 
illogical answers were re-coded as invalid; (ii) Questionnaires with more than half of the questions 
unanswered were regarded as incomplete questionnaires and excluded from analysis; (iii) Any missing 
answers were excluded from analysis; and (iv) Quality checking procedures were applied to at least 10% of 
the data collected prior to analysis and use, to ensure that the data were valid. 

2.2 Oral proficiency tests 

The main questionnaire was followed by two simple tests of aural/oral English and of Putonghua proficiency 
administered on the telephone, for respondents who claimed any non-zero proficiency, with audio recordings 
to allow expert assessment.  

The proficiency tests are explained and analysed in Chapter 5 in detail, with a comparison between self-
report and assessed proficiency. The comparison of such data is highly innovative for surveys of this type, 
and should enable us to fine-tune our judgments concerning patterns of proficiency in such ‘second’ or 
‘minority’ languages across the whole community. Here, however, it might be emphasised that the 
researchers themselves are well aware of the difficulties and limitations in assessing language proficiency 
over the telephone. Obviously, in a survey of this type, there is neither space nor time for a large-scale 
language proficiency test, or test battery, but what we have designed and implemented here is an 
economically scaled calibration tool that can be matched (albeit in coarse-grained fashion) against self-
reported language proficiency in English and Putonghua. Members of the research team are very much 
aware of the limitations of such an approach, in terms of reliability and validity, but would nevertheless 
argue that such a tool is applicable and useful, as is further explained in Chapter 5 below. 

2.3 Written proficiency test 

Finally, respondents were asked if they would agree to a simple test of written English and Simplified 
Chinese, conducted by online survey questions. If they agreed, they were sent a unique link via SMS, to 
allow linkage of the results back to their self-reported proficiency and demographics. Similar to the oral 
proficiency, there are concerns about validity, but again, the focus here is on calibrating the self-assessments, 
rather than using these assessments directly. 

2.4 2011 Census data 

The 2011 Census data is used in this report for comparison and reference with the survey data. Some of the 
differences will reflect that the survey was done 4 years later and some will reflect that the Census data 
coverage is residents aged 5 and above who are not mute and only reflects up to four languages or dialects 
spoken by each resident, while the telephone survey coverage is residents aged 12 and above who speak 
Cantonese, English or Putonghua. In comparison, the 2011 UK Census recorded up to six languages, rather 
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than just four. Unfortunately, there is no data on languages spoken in Hong Kong other than the 27 
languages reported below, as the Census groups them under other Asian, other European or other languages 
in the Census data. London boasts that over 250 languages are spoken there, based on a survey of school 
children (Baker & Eversley 2000), making it the most linguistically diverse city in the world but it could be 
that Hong Kong is just as linguistically diverse.  

2.4.1 Maps using Census data 

From a linguistic perspective, one major innovation in this present study of Hong Kong languages is the 
creation of language maps providing a geographical perspective on patterns of societal multilingualism 
within local communities down to the level of district board constituencies. These maps for the 2011 Census 
data on self-reported oral language for the 27 languages/dialects reported in the Census are shown in 
Chapter 4 across the 18 Districts and across the 17 District Council Constituency Areas (DCCA) in Southern 
District. DCCA have the distinct advantage for statistical comparison of having approximately the same 
resident population in each DCCA across the full set (about 2,000 residents). Residents who are not living 
on land (designated as Marine in the Census) are excluded as they have no specific location attached in the 
data.  

The full set of maps showing languages across the 18 Districts and 412 DCCA, are being prepared for a 
website that will be hosted at http://www.ssrc.hku.hk/languages/maps/. 

The first part of creating the maps was determining a scale to best represent the data visually. This was done 
by dividing up the range for each language into 10% sections from the minimum to the maximum of said 
language across districts in the district level maps and across DCCA for the DCCA level maps. A colour was 
then assigned to the maximum percentile and reduced in saturation incrementally until the minimum. The 
only amendment to this colour scale was to reserve 0% saturation (i.e. white) to represent 0, for situations 
where there were no language speakers in an area.  

The second part of creating the map was determining the mapping of Hong Kong. This used the digital data 
for districts and DCCA data for 2011 prepared for the Electoral Commission by Lands Department as well 
as an up-to-date land-sea boundary outline based on the free government issued maps.  
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Chapter 3 Findings from the telephone survey 

Appendix A contains the telephone survey questionnaire used for this study. The discussion of the results has 
been re-organised in order to improve the logical flow. 

3.1 Knowledge and use of spoken languages 

Table 3.1 below shows the survey results for knowledge of spoken languages at different times and in 
different domains of use. 

Table	3.1	Knowledge	and	use	of	spoken	languages	by	percentage	

Note:		The	names	given	to	languages	here	and	throughout	the	report	are	based	on	the	names	used	in	the	2011	Census.	

A number of very interesting findings may be highlighted in Table 3.1. These include the results relating to 
languages learnt in childhood, languages known now, the languages of the home, the languages used 
between friends, the languages of the workplace, self-reported language proficiency, language mixing, 

Languages	
spoken

Mother	
tongue

Before	
school

Now Family	
members

Domes@c	
helpers

Friends Work	
colleagues

Work	
clients

Cantonese 89.1% 83.2% 99.6% 97.4% 52.9% 98.2% 97.3% 94.3%

Chiu	Chau 0.8% 4.4% 5.8% 1.9% 0.0% 1.0% 0.1% 0.4%

Fukien 0.8% 3.1% 4.1% 1.8% 0.0% 1.4% 0.0% 0.1%

Hakka 0.9% 5.1% 6.8% 1.9% 0.0% 1.6% 0.1% 0.3%

Putonghua 4.7% 14.0% 68.0% 6.6% 3.4% 14.4% 15.0% 37.8%

Shanghainese 0.3% 1.6% 2.3% 0.8% 0.0% 0.7% 0.1% 0.0%

Sze	Yap 0.2% 1.3% 1.6% 0.2% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%

Other	Chinese 1.8% 5.6% 6.5% 2.2% 0.0% 1.4% 0.4% 0.3%

English 0.6% 9.5% 62.2% 10.9% 61.8% 21.9% 33.2% 48.1%

French 0.0% 0.0% 1.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.1% 0.1%

German 0.0% 0.0% 0.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Portuguese 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Spanish 0.0% 0.1% 0.9% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0%

Other	European 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Filipino 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Indonesian 0.0% 0.8% 1.2% 0.5% 1.8% 0.4% 0.1% 0.1%

Japanese 0.0% 0.2% 5.2% 0.1% 0.0% 0.5% 0.0% 0.3%

Korean 0.0% 0.0% 0.9% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%

Malay 0.0% 0.1% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Thai 0.1% 0.1% 0.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%

Nepalese 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0%

Urdu 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Hindi 0.1% 0.1% 0.3% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Other	Asian 0.0% 0.1% 2.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Other	languages 0.2% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
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languages at school, languages in the media, language attitudes and exposure to English through experience 
overseas. 

3.1.1 ‘Mother tongue’ and languages known before school 

A large body of international research in the field of bilingual studies has shown very clearly that the term 
‘mother tongue’ is multiply ambiguous and often misleading. One reason for this is that the expression is 
open to many interpretations, including (i) the language of one’s mother; (ii) one’s most familiar language; 
or even (iii) the language one believes that one is most proficient in. In addition, the term carries a high 
ideological load, as it may also be interpreted as referring to that language that most clearly expresses the 
perceived identity (and ‘language loyalty’) of the individual. In the telephone survey, if respondents queried 
the term, the interviewers were given guidance to explain ‘mother tongue’ as referring to ‘one’s most 
familiar language’, but there is no guarantee that all or even most respondents interpreted the question thus. 

The intrinsic indeterminacy of the term ‘mother tongue’, combined with its ideological load, go some way 
towards explaining the divergence in the results between ‘Mother tongue’ and ‘Before school’ in Table 3.1 
above. For example, a total of 89.1% of the population claimed Cantonese as their ‘mother tongue’, but only 
83.2% reported knowing the language ‘before school’. Conversely, 4.7% claimed Putonghua as a mother 
tongue, yet a total of 14% reported knowing the language before school, a result taken together with that for 
Cantonese, which might suggest differential levels of language loyalty associated with the two varieties of 
Chinese. For their part, the results for English showed that only 0.6% of the sample identified English as a 
mother tongue, although 9.5% reported knowing the language before going to school. 

Interesting patterns also emerge with reference to minority Chinese dialects in the Hong Kong community. 
While it has long been argued (and to large degree established) that the use of such minority languages as 
Chiu Chau (Chao Zhou), Fukien (Hokkien), Hakka, Shanghainese, and Sze Yap has been on the wane since 
the 1960s, the results of the present survey do indicate that significant groups of respondents report learning 
such varieties in their infant years, with the percentages for various dialects of Chinese learnt before school 
as follows: Chiu Chau (4.4%), Fukien (3.1%), Hakka (5.1%), Shanghainese (1.6%), and Sze Yap (1.3%), 
even though much smaller numbers of respondents identified these as mother tongues. 

With reference to other languages, the numbers for those claiming to have learnt languages, other than 
varieties of Chinese or English, were quite small. In the sample only 0.1% claimed Thai as a mother tongue, 
0.1 Nepali, and 0.1% Hindi, although there were larger figures reported for ‘Before school’, with 0.1% for 
Spanish, 0.8% for Bahasa Indonesia, 0.2% for Japanese, and 0.1% for Malay.   7

3.1.2 Languages known now and used in the home 

The third column in Table 3.1 presents the figures for languages known ‘now’, as reported by the 
respondents. The percentages for the three major languages of Hong Kong are 99.6% for Cantonese, 68% 
for Putonghua, and 62.2% for English. Here it is worth noting perhaps that the corresponding figures for 
these languages from the last government census of 2011 were 95.8% for Cantonese, 47.8% for Putonghua, 
and 46.1% for English. The obvious differences between the results of the present survey and those of the 
2011 Census may be explained with reference to the constraints of sampling in this telephone survey. 

 The percentages for Filipino, Thai and Bahasa Indonesian are under-reported here due to exclusion of 7

domestic helpers from the telephone survey. There is also bias against languages/dialects other than 
Cantonese/English/Putonghua as fieldwork was only conducted with respondents capable of speaking one of 
these languages. As seen in Table 2.1, about 1.5% of contacted households did not have a respondent with 
this capability.
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Nevertheless, despite this, the ranking of the three major languages does broadly agree with that of the last 
Census, as may be seen here.  

The figures for languages known now also provide a broad overview of the degree and types of 
multilingualism in Hong Kong society. With reference to minority Chinese dialects, relatively large 
percentages claim a knowledge of Hakka (6.8%), Chiu Chau (5.8%), and Fukien (4.1%), with smaller totals 
for Shanghainese (2.3%) and Sze Yap (1.6%). Other language groups achieving visibility include speakers 
of French (1.8%), German (0.7%), Spanish (0.9%), Filipino (0.1%), Bahasa Indonesia (1.2%), Japanese 
(5.2%), Korean (0.9%), Malay (0.2%), Thai (0.5%), Nepali (1%), and Hindi (0.3%). However, as Chapter 4 
shows, the 2011 Census data reveal a more complete and complex picture for multilingualism in the 
HKSAR.  

With reference to use within the home, two results are most relevant, those relating to the use of language 
among ‘Family members’ and those for ‘Domestic helpers’. The question concerning the ‘Family’ asked 
interviewees to indicate which languages were ‘regularly’ used to speak with family members at home, and 
more than one answer was possible. Cantonese was reported as an important language of family 
communication in 97.4% of cases, compared with 6.6% for Putonghua, and, interestingly, 10.9% for 
English. This latter figure is particularly interesting given that many local linguists have argued that English 
has little presence in the home domain, which they argue is dominated by Cantonese (Li 1999). The reason 
why English is now showing up as one of the languages of the home will be an interesting topic for further 
investigation, but one can speculate concerning a number of possible factors, including (a) returnee families 
coming back to Hong Kong after sojourns in English-speaking countries abroad; (b) the growth of a middle 
class with an orientation towards bilingual and bicultural identity; and (c) the widespread employment of 
English-speaking domestic helpers in the community (see below). 

As far as other Chinese languages regularly used in the home, the numbers are rather small, with Chiu Chau 
(1.9%), Fukien (1.8%), Hakka (1.9%), Shanghainese (0.8%), and Sze Yap (0.2%) evidently having some 
limited use. In addition, there were also reports of such other home languages as Spanish (0.1%), Bahasa 
Indonesia (0.5%), Japanese (0.1%), Nepali (0.1%), and Hindi (0.1%). 

Respondents were also asked which languages they used with their domestic helpers, if indeed they had 
helpers in the home. The responses to these questions included 61.8% for English, 52.9% for Cantonese, 
3.4% for Putonghua, and much smaller totals for Filipino and Bahasa Indonesia.  

3.1.3 Languages used with friends 

The main languages in the domain of friendship were again Cantonese, English and Putonghua. For this 
question, respondents were again asked about which languages were ‘regularly’ used with friends. The totals 
for the three languages were as follows: Cantonese (98.2%), English (21.9%), and Putonghua (14.4%).  
Only very small totals were reported for other languages, as may be seen from Table 3.1. 

3.1.4 Languages at work 

This question quizzed respondents on their regular language use with both colleagues and clients. With 
colleagues Cantonese (97.3%) was again in first place, which was followed by English (33.2%) and by 
Putonghua (15%). However the figures for communicating at work with clients were somewhat different 
with Cantonese at 94.3%, English at 48.1%, and Putonghua at 37.8%, evidently reflecting the greater utility 
of both English and Putonghua in dealing with workplace clients. 
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3.2 Use of written languages at work 

Table 3.2 below sets out the results of those questions that asked the sample about the different forms of 
written language used in the domain of work.  The numbers of respondents answering these questions were 
drawn from a sub-set of the sample, i.e. those working, and those who used languages for writing and 
reading, with n=492 for writing internal documents at work (‘Internal work writing’), n=433 for writing 
documents for external use (‘External work writing’), and n=473 (for ‘Reading at work’).  

Table	3.2	Use	of	wricen	languages	at	work	for	different	purposes	

As may be seen from Table 3.2 above, English still has a major currency in the workplace (Bacon-Shone and 
Bolton 2014). The largest percentages were reported for English for internal communications (85.8%), 
external communications (85.5%) and for reading at work (86.9%). The corresponding totals for materials in 
traditional characters were 65.4%, 70%, and 77.8%. Much smaller percentages were reported for simplified 
Chinese, with totals of 11.2%, 15.9%, and 86.9%, as well as very small percentages for other European and 
Asian languages.  

3.3 Self-reported language proficiency 

Table 3.3 shows the self-reported language proficiency for Oral Cantonese, Oral Putonghua, Oral English, 
Written Traditional Chinese, Written Simplified Chinese and Written English. This shows high levels of 
proficiency for Oral Cantonese (92.1% quite well or better) and written Traditional Chinese (78.3% quite 
well or better), moderate proficiency for Written English (46% quite well or better), Oral Putonghua (45.7% 
quite well or better), Oral English (41.6% quite well or better) and Written Simplified Chinese (31.6% quite 
well or better). These results are revisited in Chapter 4, using the external validation from the oral and 
written samples. 

WriCen	language	 Internal	work	wri@ng External	work	wri@ng Reading	at	work

Tradi<onal	Chinese 65.4% 70.0% 77.8%

Simplified	Chinese 11.2% 15.9% 20.7%

English 85.8% 85.5% 86.9%

Other	European 0.0% 0.2% 0.8%

Other	Asian 0.4% 0.5% 1.1%
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Table	3.3	 Self-reported	proficiency	 for	Oral	Cantonese	Putonghua	&	English,	Wricen	Tradi<onal	Chinese,	
Simplified	Chinese	&	English	

The questionnaire also included other items related to the bilingual proficiency of respondents with 
reference to Chinese-English bilingualism. One question asked whether individuals considered themselves 
to be ‘someone who knows both Chinese and English’ (Bilingual 1 question). The second question used a 
more subtle question, asking if individuals considered themselves to be ‘bilingual’, with the matrix of the 
question posed in Chinese and ‘bilingual’ inserted in a ‘mixed fashion’ (Bilingual 2 question).  The 
responses to the Bilingual 1 question were as follows: 57.6% of the sample answered ‘yes’, that they did 
consider themselves to know both languages. The responses to the Bilingual 2 question were: 22.1% 
answered ‘yes’; 14.4% ‘partly’; 5.4 ‘don’t know’; with 52% not understanding the question. These results 
are set out in Tables 3.4 and 3.5. 

Table 3.4 Knowing both English and Chinese and whether ‘bilingual’ 

3.4 Language mixing  

A number of items in the questionnaire concerned language mixing, in relation to the mixing of Cantonese 
and English (by self and others), as well as the mixing of Cantonese and Putonghua (by self and others). The 
results for these questions are set out in Tables 3.5 and 3.6 below. As in previous surveys, it was expected 
that the reported mixing of others would result in higher rates than oneself, and so it turned out to be 
consistently, for both Cantonese-English and Cantonese-Putonghua mixing. 

Proficiency	 Oral	
Cantonese

Oral	
Putonghua

Oral	
English

WriCen	
Tradi@onal	
Chinese

WriCen	
Simplified	
Chinese

WriCen	
English

Not	at	all 0.2% 10.6% 20.8% 4.1% 25.3% 22.4%

A	few	sentences 0.6% 12.6% 12.5% 2.7% 10.7% 9.8%

A	licle 7.1% 31.1% 25.1% 14.8% 32.4% 21.9%

Quite	well 26.7% 26.8% 24.7% 28.2% 18.2% 25.4%

Well 19.4% 12.6% 12.7% 21.1% 8.1% 14.4%

Very	well 46.0% 6.3% 4.2% 29.0% 5.3% 6.2%

Level	 Knowing	both	English	and	Chinese Whether	‘bilingual’

Yes 57.6% 22.1%

No 42.4% 14.4%

Partly -- 6.1%

Don't	Know -- 5.4%

Don't	Understand -- 52.0%
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Table	3.5	Cantonese-English	mixing	by	oneself	and	others	

Table	3.6	Cantonese-Putonghua	mixing	by	oneself	and	others	

3.5 Languages in secondary school 

The questions asked about the languages used in schools were of two types: first, those questions answered 
by secondary students still at school, and those answered by adults not at school. 

3.5.1 Languages at school (student responses) 

Table	3.7	Languages	used	in	secondary	school	lessons	(student	responses)	

Only two key questions were asked to students currently undergoing secondary education. The first question 
(or set of questions) concerned the classroom language used by teachers in (a) the English lesson; and (b) 
the Maths lesson. These questions drew the responses set out in Table 3.8, where it is shown that 75.3% 
students reported receiving their English lessons ‘Mainly in English’ or ‘All in English’. In contrast, 32.1% 
of students reported having Maths lessons ‘Mainly in Cantonese’, while 17.9% reported having the Maths 
lessons ‘Half in English and half in Chinese’. The second question was closely linked to the first, as students 
were also asked what language version of the HKDSE examination in Mathematics they were intending to 
take. In response to this, 41.7% of students replied ‘Chinese version’, compared with 58.3% intending to 
take the English version. 

Frequency By	self By	others

Very	oken 20.3% 51.9%

Some<mes 22.1% 24.8%

Rarely 29.7% 17.7%

Never 27.9% 5.6%

Frequency By	self By	others

Very	oken 6.8% 17.2%

Some<mes 12.9% 22.7%

Rarely 38.1% 44.6%

Never 42.2% 15.6%

Languages	used English	lesson Maths	lesson

All	Cantonese 0.0% 32.1%

Mainly	Cantonese 2.4% 17.9%

Half-half 22.4% 10.7%

Mainly	English 32.9% 21.4%

All	English 42.4% 17.9%
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Table	3.8	DSE	Maths	language	

3.5.2 Languages at school (adult responses) 

In addition to those questions aimed at current students, there were also a number of questions answered by 
members of the general population, concerning various issues related to the medium of instruction (MOI) 
adopted by secondary schools. As shown in Table 3.9, around 47% of respondents had attended Chinese as 
the Medium of Instruction (CMI) schools, compared with a total of around 30% for English as the Medium 
of Instruction (EMI) schools. In addition, 23.5% of the sample reported having attended both types of 
schools. Respondents were also asked to choose what type of school they would send their own children to. 
The results for this question are set out in Table 3.10. 

Table	3.9	The	medium	of	instruc<on	at	your	secondary	school	

Table	3.10	Preferred	MOI	for	own	children	if	making	the	choice	today	

In a related question, respondents were asked whether Chinese language and literature should be taught in 
‘Cantonese’, ‘Putonghua’ or ‘Both’. The results for this question are set out in Table 3.11 below. As may be 
seen from the table, some 30% favoured Cantonese, and only 8% opted for Putonghua, while the majority of 
around 61% chose both. 

Language	 Percentages

Chinese 41.7%

English 58.3%

Total 100.0%

MOI Percentages

CMI 46.6%

EMI 29.9%

Both 23.5%

ESF/Interna<onal 0.1%

MOI	 Percentages

CMI 35.3%

EMI 47.9%

Both 13.2%

ESF/Interna<onal 3.6%
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Table	3.11	Chinese	language	and	literature	should	be	taught	in	Cantonese,	Putonghua	or	both	

In relation to their English learning experiences, respondents were asked about the type of English that they 
learnt at school, which is shown in Table 3.12. 

Table	3.12	Variety	of	English	learnt	at	secondary	school	

3.6 Language use for the media and Internet 

A number of questions in the survey focused on patterns of language use related to the use of languages in 
the media, including such ‘old’ media as books, newspapers, television and the cinema, as well as the new 
media as the Internet. Table 3.13 sets out the results for the frequency of use of selected media with 
reference to the choice of language. 

Table	3.13	Frequency	of	language	use	for	media	and	Internet	

Language	taught	in	 Percentages

Cantonese 30.5%

Putonghua 8.4%

Both 61.1%

Variety	of	English	 Percentages

Bri<sh 78.2%

Hong	Kong 12.8%

North	American 8.0%

Others 1.0%

Frequency	of	use Very	oQen Some@mes Rarely Never

English	in	movies 26.2% 24.1% 26.3% 18.4%

English	TV 20.7% 34.6% 30.0% 14.7%

Putonghua	TV 13.7% 26.9% 39.7% 19.8%

English	 newspaper/
mag

6.2% 16.0% 32.0% 45.8%

English	books 8.5% 17.3% 30.8% 43.4%

Trad	Chinese	books 48.7% 25.1% 16.8% 9.4%

Simp	Chinese	books 7.3% 18.9% 40.4% 33.5%

Use	Internet 59.6% 9.7% 8.3% 22.4%

English	web 25.3% 22.9% 26.9% 24.9%

Trad	Chinese	web 73.5% 13.7% 8.9% 3.8%

Simpl	Chinese	web 10.2% 21.7% 42.4% 25.8%
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What is noticeable from Table 3.13 above is that there is evidence that many in the survey reported exposure 
to English in the cinema, with some 50.3% reporting ‘Very often’ or ‘Sometimes’ watching English-
language movies; with similar figures of 55.3% for English-language television, 22.2% for newspapers and 
magazines, and 25.8% for English-language books. In contrast, a total of 40.6% of the sample stated that 
they ‘Very often’ or ‘Sometimes’ watched Putonghua-medium television, and 26.2% reported reading books 
in simplified Chinese characters at a similar level of frequency. This latter percentage, however, was much 
smaller than the comparable figure of 73.8% for books utilizing traditional Chinese characters.    

When it came to Internet usage, the figures for ‘Very often’ or ‘Sometimes’ for the main three language 
options chosen by Hong Kong people were (i) the traditional Chinese web, 87.2%; (ii) the English web, 
48.2%; and (iii) the simplified Chinese web, 31.9%.  

Taken cumulatively (with information from other sections of the survey) there is strong evidence that Hong 
Kong people routinely utilise a locally-distinctive pattern of media usage where Cantonese and traditional 
characters continue to play a major role while English and Putonghua play minor yet significant roles as 
well. The data the survey elicited on web searching tends to confirm this judgment, as seen in Table 3.14, 
with 60.4% reporting they used Google (trilingual) for web searches, compared with 37.8% using Yahoo 
(primarily traditional Chinese), 1.5% using Baidu (simplified Chinese), 0.1% using Bing (trilingual), and 
0.1% using Sogou (simplified Chinese). 

Table	3.14	Search	engine	most	oken	used	for	web	searching	

Respondents were also asked about their language behaviour when using email, conducting web searches, 
and sending SMSs. The results are set out in Table 3.15 below. 

Table	3.15	Percentages	using	different	languages	for	Email,	Web	search	and	SMS	

Here it is noticeable that there is a greater use of Chinese for all three purposes, which is most pronounced in 
the figures for SMS messaging. In addition, however, it is also worth noting that between 23.3% and 28.6% 
also report using both English and Chinese for such purposes. 

Search	engine Percentages

Google 60.4%

Yahoo 37.8%

Baidu 1.5%

Bing 0.1%

Sogou 0.1%

Languages Email Search SMS

Chinese 45.4% 53.0% 64.2%

English 31.3% 18.3% 12.3%

English	&	Chinese 23.3% 28.6% 23.5%

Other 0.1% 0.1% 0.0%
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3.7 Language attitudes  

The survey also included a substantial number of questions relating language attitudes of various kinds. 
These included items concerning the perceived status of particular languages, the difficulty of various 
languages, and the extent to which the Cantonese language was seen to be under threat in contemporary 
Hong Kong.  

3.7.1 Perceived status of various languages 

Table 3.16 below presents the results for community perceptions of the status of the three major languages 
of Hong Kong society in terms of modernity, business utility, cultural importance, and likely future status.	

Table	3.16	The	perceived	status	of	Hong	Kong’s	three	major	languages	

The results in Table 3.16 indicate that Cantonese has a high perceived status as the ‘most modern’ (69.3%) 
and ‘First language of Hong Kong culture’ (81.4%). Interestingly, however, only a small overall majority 
(57.6%) expressed confidence that Cantonese would remain the first language of Hong Kong society ‘in 
future’. This latter issue was also explored in another question, which directly asked respondents whether 
they believed that Cantonese was ‘endangered’ in any way at present. Table 3.17 presents the results relating 
to the question of whether respondents regarded Cantonese as an ‘endangered’ language. 

Table	3.17	How	seriously	endangered	is	Cantonese	at	present?	

The results for this question may be interpreted in a number of ways. A total of 54.9% of the sample 
evidently believed that Cantonese was under little or no threat, but it is also the case that a total of 45.2% 
(‘Moderately’, ‘A lot’, ‘Critically’) believed that the survival of the language was endangered to some 
extent. A somewhat related question also asked whether it would be acceptable ‘if the next Chief Executive 
of Hong Kong speaks Putonghua but not Cantonese’. The answer to this question was 17.3% for ‘Yes’, and 
82.7% for ‘No’. 

Language Most	modern	
language	in	
Hong	Kong	
society

First	
language	
of	business

First	language	
of	Hong	Kong	

culture

First	language	of	
Hong	Kong	society	in	

future

Putonghua 9.6% 17.3% 6.5% 26.5%

Cantonese 69.3% 23.6% 81.4% 57.6%

English 16.1% 50.1% 7.6% 10.8%

Don't	Know 4.9% 9.0% 4.4% 5.0%

Level	 Percentages

Not	at	all 23.1%

A	licle 31.8%

Moderately 30.1%

A	lot 11.7%

Cri<cally 3.4%
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Table	3.18	Acceptable	if	next	Chief	Execu<ve	speaks	Putonghua	but	not	Cantonese	

3.7.2 Perceived difficulty of various languages 

The survey also included questions related to the perceived difficulty of various languages. As may be seen 
from Table 3.19, Cantonese (62.6%) was judged to be the easiest spoken language to learn, followed by 
English (16.4%) and Putonghua (16.2%). 

Table	3.19	Easiest	spoken	language	to	learn	

When it came to written varieties of language, English appears to fare significantly better, and the running 
order, in terms of descending levels of ease, was Traditional Chinese (51.7%), English (31.3%), and 
Simplified Chinese (9.3%), as illustrated by Table 3.20. 

Table	3.20	Easiest	wricen	language	to	learn	

3.7.3 Perceptions concerning the identity of respondents 

As in previous surveys, respondents were asked questions concerning their own perceived identities. The 
results for this question are set out in Table 3.21 below. 

Response Percentages

Yes 17.3%

No 82.7%

Language Percentages

Putonghua 16.2%

Cantonese 62.6%

English 16.4%

Don't	Know 4.8%

Total 100.0%

Language Percentages

Tradi<onal	Chinese 51.7%

Simplified	Chinese 9.3%

English 31.3%

No	difference 7.7%
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Table	3.21		What	would	you	say	your	iden<ty	is?	

In this context, the issue of identity is interesting as a potentially important variable in explaining certain 
language preferences, a tendency that may be examined through further statistical analysis. 

3.8 Use of languages in everyday life 

A number of questions were included in the survey relating to the ‘everyday’ language habits of Hong Kong 
people. Such questions were considered useful because, potentially, they might reveal various tensions 
between policy and practice, while at the same time revealing some of the complexities of multilingual 
behaviour in Hong Kong. Table 3.22 illustrates that while Chinese is the dominant language used for an 
ATM, English is used almost as often as Chinese when it comes to cheques. 

Table	3.22	The	use	of	languages	in	rou<ne	bank	services	

Other questions revealed that even naming practices in Hong Kong society has a bilingual or multilingual 
dimension. Some 64.1% of respondents reported having an English name, which 66.4% reported using very 
frequently (‘Always’ and ‘Most of the time’). A total of 25.8% of respondents stated that their English name 
was inscribed on their official identity cards. 

Table 3.23 Use of English names 

Iden@ty Percentages

Chinese 24.4%

Hong	Kong	Chinese 36.9%

Hong	Kong 34.6%

Bri<sh	Hong	Kong 1.9%

Other 2.3%

Language On	an	ATM For	amount	on	a	
cheque

For	signature	on	a	
cheque

Chinese 80.6% 51.5% 46.9%

English 19.3% 48.5% 49.1%

Chinese	&	English 3.9%

	Level Have	an	English	name English	name	is	on	HK	ID	card

Yes 64.1% 25.8%

No 35.9% 74.2%
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Table 3.24 Frequency of using English name 

3.9 Choice of variety of English 

Respondents were asked about their preferred variety of English in two ways. First they were asked which 
accent of English they preferred to adopt when speaking themselves. To this question, 61.9% responded 
‘British accent’, and 15.6% replied ‘American accent’. A further 22.5%, however, stated that they preferred 
a ‘Hong Kong accent’. Respondents we also asked which variety of English should serve as the target model 
for secondary students. Here the responses indicated a percentage of 57% for British English, 7.8% for 
‘American English’, and 31.8% for ‘International English’ (however that might be interpreted) as indicated 
by Table 3.25. 

Table 3.25 Choice of English for accent and schools 

In addition, interviewees were also asked whether, in their opinion, there was such a variety as a ‘unique 
style of Hong Kong English’. In answer, a total of 82.8% answered ‘yes’ as illustrated in Table 3.26. 

Table 3.26 Unique	Hong	Kong	style	of	English	exists 
	 	

3.10 English language exposure abroad 

Another factor contributing to the development of English proficiency in the Hong Kong community is 
closely connected to the cosmopolitan character of many Hong Kongers who regularly travel overseas, who 

Frequency	 Percentages

Always 53.9%

Most	of	the	<me 12.5%

Some<mes 15.8%

Rarely 15.6%

Never 2.3%

Total 100.0%

Level Preferred	accent	 English	for	secondary	schools

Bri<sh 61.9% 57.0%

American 15.6% 7.8%

Hong	Kong 22.5% 3.4%

Interna<onal 31.8%

Hong	Kong	English	exists Percentages

Yes 82.8%

No 17.2%
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have relatives in English-speaking countries, and many of whom may have lived in English-speaking 
countries such as the Australia, New Zealand, the UK, the US, etc. As may be seen from Tables 3.27-29 
below, some 35% of our sample reported having close relatives in English-speaking countries, while 19% 
had lived in such countries themselves. Among these, the mean length of stay in such places was 4.7 years. 

Table	3.27	Close	rela<ves	in	English-speaking	country?	

Table	3.28	Lived	in	English-speaking	country?	

Table	3.29	Longest	stay	abroad	(in	years)	

3.11 Languages spoken now by age group 

Another important finding that came out of the survey related to varying abilities (based on self-report) 
across age ranges. Table 3.30 shows how the percentage of respondents that can speak each language 
changes across age groups. It is important to note that, as this is a cross-sectional survey, we cannot be 
certain as to which differences are due to learning with age which are due to cohort differences and which 
due to immigration, except that learning can only lead to increased knowledge, not decreased, so any 
decreases in ability with age must be be mainly due to cohort differences (e.g. English) or immigration (e.g. 
Cantonese). 

Level	 Percentages

Yes 35.4%

No 64.6%

Level	 Percentages

Yes 19.10%

No 80.90%

Length	of	stay Dura@on	in	years

Minimum 0.1

Lower	Quar<le 0.7

Median 2.0

Upper	Quar<le 6.0

Maximum 45.0

Mean 4.7

Standard	Devia<on 6.1
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Table 3.30 Ability to speak languages/dialects now by age group 

Age	group 12-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80+

Cantonese 100.0% 99.7% 98.5% 99.4% 99.2% 100.0% 99.2% 100.0%

Chiu	Chau 3.1% 1.4% 1.2% 6.1% 7.9% 6.2% 10.2% 5.1%

Fukien 1.2% 2.4% 4.1% 4.6% 2.4% 4.9% 8.7% 6.1%

Hakka 6.2% 5.2% 3.8% 5.2% 5.5% 9.5% 11.0% 7.1%

Putonghua 91.9% 93.1% 80.3% 77.2% 66.0% 57.2% 47.2% 31.3%

Shanghainese 0.0% 0.7% 1.8% 1.2% 1.8% 4.5% 3.9% 4.0%

Sze	Yap 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 1.2% 2.1% 1.6% 4.7% 4.0%

Other	Chinese 2.5% 4.9% 7.4% 7.2% 4.0% 7.4% 11.0% 9.1%

English 96.9% 97.2% 81.8% 76.9% 61.7% 46.1% 21.3% 16.2%

French 3.1% 5.2% 2.6% 1.2% 1.3% 1.2% 0.8% 0.0%

German 1.9% 2.1% 0.6% 0.6% 0.5% 0.4% 0.8% 0.0%

Spanish 1.2% 3.5% 0.6% 0.6% 0.8% 0.4% 0.8% 0.0%

Other	European 0.0% 0.3% 1.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 0.8% 0.0%

Filipino 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0%

Indonesian 0.6% 0.3% 1.2% 0.6% 0.5% 1.2% 3.9% 4.0%

Japanese 13.0% 10.4% 12.4% 2.9% 4.2% 2.9% 1.6% 1.0%

Korean 4.3% 3.1% 0.6% 0.3% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Malay 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.3% 0.0% 0.8% 1.0%

Thai 1.9% 0.0% 0.6% 0.3% 0.8% 0.8% 0.0% 0.0%

Nepalese 0.0% 0.0% 0.6% 0.3% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Hindi 0.0% 0.0% 2.6% 0.3% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Other	Asian 2.5% 1.0% 4.4% 2.0% 2.4% 3.3% 3.1% 2.0%

Other 0.0% 0.0% 0.6% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.8% 0.0%
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Figure 3.1 shows the language ability now by age group for the major languages/dialects, which shows 
clearly that, in future, most Hong Kong educated people will be able to speak Cantonese, Putonghua and 
English. What is evidently the case is that a clear majority of the younger generations now growing up have 
a trilingual repertoire of languages.  

Figure 3.1 Ability to speak major languages/dialects by age group (2014 survey) 

 

We now compare these findings from the 2014 survey with the Census data for 1991 and 2011. Figure 3.2 
shows the overall percentages who speak each language/dialect by age group in 2011 and Figure 3.3 for the 
3 major languages in 1991 . This shows that in 1991 and 2011, over 90% of all age groups could speak 8

Cantonese and that the majority of young people could speak English, while the proportion who can speak 
other Chinese dialects increases across the age groups. However, the proportion who could speak Putonghua 
was less than 30% for all age groups in 1991, rising to over 50% for those under 40 in 2001 and over 90% 
for young people in 2014, showing a sea change in less than 25 years. 

Figure 3.2 Ability to speak major languages/dialects by age group (2011 Census) 
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Figure 3.3 Ability to speak Cantonese, Putonghua and English by age group (1991 Census) 

 

Figure 3.4 shows the overall percentages who speak combinations of Cantonese/English/Putonghua by age 
group in 2011 while Figure 3.5 shows the results in 1991. This shows that the majority of young people in 
2011are trilingual, while for the older people, Cantonese (without English or Putonghua) is dominant. It is 
noteworthy that there are so few (below 1%, except for the 65+ age group, where it is 2.1%) residents in 
2011 who speak not one of the three languages, Cantonese, English or Putonghua. This explains why the 
line in the figure below for this group is nearly invisible and provides support for the methodological 
decision to conduct this survey only in the three major languages in Hong Kong.  

Figure 3.4 Ability to speak Cantonese/English/Putonghua combinations by age (2011 Census) 

 

However, back in 1991, trilinguals were relatively rare, comprising less than 20% of the population for all 
age groups, with Cantonese monolinguals or Cantonese bilinguals dominant for all age groups."
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Figure 3.5 Ability to speak Cantonese/English/Putonghua combinations by age (1991 
Census) 

 

Figure 3.6 shows the overall percentages who speak combinations of Cantonese/English/Putonghua amongst 
those who speak another Chinese dialect by age group in 2011. This shows that the majority of young people 
who speak another Chinese dialect, also speak Cantonese, English and Putonghua, while the majority of 
middle-aged people who speak another Chinese dialect also speak Cantonese and Putonghua but not English 
and the majority of older people who speak another Chinese dialect also speak Cantonese but not English or 
Putonghua . 

Figure 3.6 Ability to speak Cantonese/English/Putonghua/Chinese dialect combinations by age (2011 
Census) 

 

Figure 3.7 shows the overall percentages who speak combinations of Cantonese/English/Putonghua amongst 
those who speak a South Asian language by age group in 2011. This shows that among young South Asian 
language speakers, nearly all speak English, but nearly half speak both Cantonese and English. Only among 
the older South Asian speakers is there a majority who do not speak English, Cantonese or Putonghua (and 
hence could not respond to our language survey). This chart alone provides compelling evidence that 
labeling young people who speak South Asian languages as non Chinese speaking (NCS) students is simply 
fallacious and that they should be instead identified correctly as second language Chinese speaking (SLCS) 
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students. Unfortunately, the 2011 Census does not provide information on languages for reading and writing, 
making it impossible to compare with the results from our survey, but the 2016 By-Census is designed to 
collect this information on the entire sample, which will facilitate better policy decisions on the written 
language needs of the resident population. 

Figure 3.7 Ability to speak Cantonese/English/Putonghua/South Asian language combinations by age (2011 
Census) 
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Chapter 4 Language maps 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter shows maps that illustrate the percentage of the population aged 5+ who reported that they 
could speak these languages/dialects. This question was included in the Census long form, which was used 
for 10% of households (over 200k households, over 600k respondents) and the calculations apply the person 
weights, to ensure that they are representative of the 2011 Census population (excluding Marine). This 
analysis used the Self-Help Tabulation Service, with the assistance of Census and Statistics staff, in order to 
access the full 10% sample of households. 

Table 4.1 provides the overall, minimum and maximum percentages of people aged 5 or above who reported 
being able to speak each of the 27 languages recorded in the 2011 Census overall, across the 18 districts and 
across the 412 constituency areas and where in Hong Kong to find the highest proportion of speakers of 
each language/dialect.  

This shows, for example, that although no district has less than 85% of Cantonese speakers, there are 
constituency areas when only about half of residents are Cantonese speakers and other constituency areas 
where less than 1% are not Cantonese speakers. Similarly, while no district has less than 36% of residents 
being English speakers, there are constituency areas with as low as 22% or as high as 93% being English 
speakers.  

This table also shows that in addition to the three major languages of Hong Kong, from Census data we can 
also identify twenty-four minor languages that were spoken by at least 1,000 residents in Hong Kong in 
2011. These include previously well recognised minority Chinese languages, as well as a wide range of 
other languages from Asia and across the globe, including Hindi, Thai, Urdu, Korean, Japanese, French, 
Spanish, German, and Italian. 

It is noteworthy that language diversity is higher than commonly assumed, with nine languages/dialects that 
are spoken by at least one tenth of residents in at least one constituency area and fifteen languages/dialects 
spoken by at least one twentieth of residents in at least one constituency area.  

It is also interesting to note that: 
• Kam Ping in Eastern district has the highest proportion of both Putonghua and Fukien speakers 
• the Peak has the highest proportion of both English and Filipino speakers 
• Discovery Bay has the highest proportion of both French and German speakers 
• Mid Levels East has the highest proportion of Italian and Spanish speakers 
• Jordan has the highest proportion of Bengali and Urdu speakers (in East and West Jordan respectively) 
• Tsim Sha Tsui has the highest proportion of Hindi and Japanese speakers (in East and West TST 

respectively). 
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Table 4.1 Range of languages/dialects across Districts and Constituency Areas 

For each of the 27 languages/dialects, there is one map showing the 18 Districts (excluding Marine) and one 
map showing the 17 Constituency Areas in Southern District, so there are a total of 54 maps presented here. 
The full set of 513 (27 x 19) maps will be made available at http://www.ssrc.hku.hk/languages/maps/, when 
ready, to allow everyone to see the full range of language diversity in Hong Kong across all 412 
Constituency Areas. 

4.2 Language maps for languages/dialects in Hong Kong 

Language Overall Min	Districts Max	Districts Min	DCCA Max	DCCA DCCA	with	Max

Cantonese 95.839% 84.93% 98.42% 56.34% 99.76% TaiPo:FuMingSun

Putonghua 47.852% 42.58% 52.93% 30.97% 64.19% Eastern:Kam	Ping

English 46.070% 35.83% 69.50% 21.68% 93.17% Central	&	Western:Peak

Hakka 4.731% 1.07% 10.67% 0.32% 27.40% North:Sha	Ta

Chiu	Chau 3.768% 1.86% 6.74% 0.50% 11.64% Kowloon	City:Lung	Shing

Fukien 3.497% 1.15% 8.97% 0.00% 30.81% Eastern:Kam	Ping

Indonesian 2.430% 1.83% 4.00% 0.29% 7.80% Wan	Chai:Causeway	Bay

Filipino 1.655% 0.48% 6.63% 0.00% 18.40% Central	&	Western:Peak

Sze	Yap 1.537% 0.68% 4.32% 0.00% 8.66% Sham	Shui	Po:Nam	Cheong	C

Japanese 1.527% 1.08% 2.98% 0.09% 8.15% Yau	Tsim	Mong:Tsim	Sha	Tsui	W

Shanghainese 1.130% 0.64% 2.43% 0.00% 6.53% Tsuen	Wan:Fuk	Loi

French 0.596% 0.20% 2.93% 0.00% 11.42% Islands:Discovery	Bay

Hindi 0.488% 0.10% 2.12% 0.00% 13.22% Yau	Tsim	Mong:Tsim	Sha	Tsui	E

Thai 0.329% 0.18% 0.87% 0.00% 3.68% Kowloon	City:Lung	Shing

Urdu 0.244% 0.03% 0.81% 0.00% 3.80% Yau	Tsim	Mong:Jordan	W

Spanish 0.237% 0.08% 1.32% 0.00% 3.10% Central	&	Western:Mid	Levels	E

Nepali 0.236% 0.00% 2.25% 0.00% 9.85% Yau	Tsim	Mong:Yau	Ma	Tei

German 0.227% 0.06% 0.93% 0.00% 5.27% Islands:Discovery	Bay

Korean 0.211% 0.09% 0.57% 0.00% 2.04% Islands:Tung	Chung	N

Vietnamese 0.093% 0.04% 0.20% 0.00% 1.52% Tuen	Mun:San	Hui

Malay 0.093% 0.05% 0.28% 0.00% 1.23% North:Yu	Tai

Italian 0.073% 0.02% 0.51% 0.00% 1.77% Central	&	Western:Mid	Levels	E

Dutch 0.044% 0.01% 0.15% 0.00% 1.01% Sai	Kung:Pak	Sha	Wan

Portuguese 0.027% 0.00% 0.12% 0.00% 0.71% Southern:Bays	Area

Russian 0.026% 0.00% 0.10% 0.00% 0.46% Southern:Pokfulam

Bengali 0.026% 0.01% 0.10% 0.00% 0.94% Yau	Tsim	Mong:Jordan	E

Sinhalese 0.016% 0.00% 0.06% 0.00% 0.53% Sai	Kung:Hang	Hau	W
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Chapter 5 Findings from the oral and written assessments 

5.1 Background 

The oral assessments were offered to all respondents who reported any self-proficiency in oral English or 
oral Putonghua, other than none. The assessments were intended to be questions that should be understood 
(and be answerable), and were calibrated according to the initial self-reports of respondents. If the 
interviewer believed that the respondents understood the question, they were prompted to ask a second 
question at the next level up of difficulty (unless already at the highest level). Conversely, if they were 
judged not to understand the question, the second question was the next level down of difficulty (unless 
already at the lowest level). 

The written assessments were similarly intended to be questions that should be understood (and be 
answerable), given the self-assessment, but as the questions were asked online, there was no attempt to ask a 
second question. As the response rates were not high for the written assessments and we have excluded 
those who reported no proficiency, we have not focused on the distribution of the assessments, but instead 
on the assessments conditional on the self-assessment, on the assumption that any bias will be much lower 
when comparing people at the same level of self-assessment. 

5.2 Oral English 

A total of 1,619 respondents were asked if they would agree to do the oral English assessment and 1,333 
(82%) agreed. 

How this assessment worked was as follows: If an individual respondent volunteered for the test, a simple 
oral test was given to that respondent over the telephone, and the conversation was recorded. Later, the two 
assessors (Professor Bolton and Dr He) rated the oral performance of individual speakers, using the same six 
point scale as was used for self-reports of proficiency, to enable the comparison seen below in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 shows for each level of self-reported proficiency above ‘Not at all’, the percentage rated at each 
level of proficiency in oral English for 175 randomly selected respondents to the oral assessment of oral 
English.  

As can be seen, the relationship is strong and the Spearman’s rank correlation is 0.813 (p<0.0001). For self-
reported proficiency of ‘A little’, about half are rated ‘A little’, for self-reported ‘Quite well’, most are rated 
‘A little’ or ‘Quite well’ and for self-reported ‘Well’, most are rated ‘Quite well’ or ‘Well’ and for self-
reported ‘Very well’, most are rated ‘Well’ or ‘Very well’. In short, the linkage is very strong, but the rated 
proficiency is often slightly lower than the self-report. 
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Table 5.1 Assessed proficiency for each level of self-reported proficiency for oral English 

Note: results showing perfect consistency between self-report and assessment are shown in bold 

As mentioned above, one finding that emerged here, based on the assessment calibration, was that 
respondents tended to over-report their performance in oral English. Table 5.2 shows the calibrated oral 
English proficiency projected to the Hong Kong population aged 12 and above, using the conditional 
proficiency results shown in Table 5.1 combined with the self-reported proficiency results for all 
respondents reported in Chapter 3.  We have assumed that all the respondents who reported ‘Not at all’ or ‘A 9

few sentences’ are really at that level in the assessed proficiency. This provides an estimated proficiency that 
has been calibrated by the expert assessment and does not have the weakness of being wholly dependent on 
self-reported assessment, as (to the best of our knowledge) all previous language surveys of the Hong Kong 
population have had. 

Table 5.2 Calibrated oral English proficiency for Hong Kong residents aged 12 and above 

Table 5.2 above provides an assessment of oral English across the resident population aged 12 and above 
after calibration of proficiency by experts. One inference from this is that about 27% of the community have 
a broad functional proficiency in oral English for communication purposes. The second inference is that 
around 6% speak English well and only around 1.5% are high-level speakers of English with ‘native-like’ 

Self-
reported

Assessed A few 
sentences

A little Quite 
well

Well Very well Total

Not at all . 25.0% 3.5% 0.0% 1.4% 15

A few 
sentences

. 48.1% 10.3% 0.0% 0.0% 28

A little . 25.0% 37.9% 19.1% 8.2% 34

Quite well . 1.9% 48.3% 57.1% 21.9% 43

Well . 0.0% 0.0% 23.8% 31.5% 28

Very well . 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 37.0% 27

Total 0 52 29 21 73 175

Level	 Percentages

Not at all 27.9%

A few sentences 27.1%

A little 18.4%

Quite well 20.6%

Well 4.4%

Very well 1.5%

 This calculation uses Bayes law to combine the conditional probabilities and prior probabilities (i.e. self-9

report percentages for the survey sample) to find the probabilities for the proficiency levels after taking into 
account the assessment.
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command of the language. These latter figures may explain some of the ongoing concerns about the standard 
of English in Hong Kong, although they do not reflect any decrease in standards over time. At the same 
time, however, based on our survey of languages in the workplace, it is important to note that the demand 
from many industry sectors is not for a ‘native-like’ proficiency in English, but for ‘effective 
communication’ (Bacon-Shone and Bolton 2014). Please also see Table 3.1 and Section 3.14 which show 
that oral English is reported as being used by significant proportions of those employed with colleagues 
(33%) and clients (48%).  

5.3 Oral Putonghua 

A total of 1,818 respondents were asked if they would agree to do the oral Putonghua assessment and 1,572 
(86%) agreed. 

Table 5.3 similarly shows for each level of self-reported proficiency above ‘Not at all’, the percentage rated 
at each level of proficiency for oral Putonghua for 170 randomly selected respondents to the oral assessment 
of oral Putonghua. As can be seen, the relationship is strong and the Spearman’s rank correlation is 0.733 
(p<0.0001). For self-reported proficiency of ‘A few sentences’, most are rated as ‘Not at all’ or ‘A few 
sentences’, for self-report of ‘A little’, most are rated ‘A little’ or ‘Quite well’, for self-report of ‘Quite well’, 
most are rated ‘Well’ or ‘Very well’ and for self-rating of ‘Well’ or ‘Very well’, most are rated ‘Very well’. In 
short, the linkage is strong, but the objective assessment is higher than the self-report except at the lowest 
levels. 

Table 5.3 Assessed proficiency for each level of self-reported proficiency for oral Putonghua 

In contrast to the results for oral English, in the case of oral Putonghua, there is evidence that respondents 
tended to under-report their proficiency in the language. Table 5.4 shows the calibrated oral Putonghua 
proficiency, using the same methodology as for oral English. 

Self-
reported

Assessed Not at all A few 
sentences

A little Quite 
well

Well Very well Total

Not at all . 41.7% 13.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 14

A few 
sentences

. 25.0% 13.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 12

A little . 8.3% 26.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 19

Quite well . 0.0% 22.1% 10.5% 11.1% 3.2% 20

Well . 16.7% 13.2% 31.6% 11.1% 12.9% 26

Very well . 8.3% 11.8% 57.9% 77.8% 83.9% 79

Total 0 12 68 19 9 62 170
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Table 5.4 Calibrated oral Putonghua proficiency for Hong Kong residents aged 12 and above 

 

One important inference here is that the proportion of Putonghua speakers with high-level proficiency in the 
languages is much greater (35%) than for English (1.5%). Again, Table 3.1 shows that oral Putonghua is 
reported as being used by smaller, but significant, proportions of those employed with colleagues (15%) and 
clients (38%). 

5.4 Written English 

A total of 1,590 respondents were asked if they would agree to written English assessment and 387 (24%) 
agreed to do this, while 93 (24%) actually completed the online survey form for written English. 

Table 5.5 similarly shows for each level of self-reported proficiency above ‘Not at all’, the percentage rated 
at each level of proficiency for written English for all 93 respondents who completed the assessment of 
written English. As can be seen, the relationship is strong and the Spearman’s rank correlation is 0.791 
(p<0.0001). For self-reported proficiency of ‘A little’, most are rated ‘A few sentences’ or ‘A little’, for self-
report of ‘Quite well’, most are rated ‘A little’, for self-report of ‘Well’, most are rated ‘Well’ and for self-
report of ‘Very well’, most are rated ‘Very well’. In short, the linkage is strong, but the objective assessment 
is lower than the self-report at the lower levels. 

Table 5.5 Assessed proficiency for each level of self-reported proficiency for written English 

Level Percentages

Not at all 20.0%

A few sentences 7.2%

A little 9.2%

Quite well 11.3%

Well 16.9%

Very well 35.4%

Self-
reported

Assessed Not at all A few 
sentences

A little Quite 
well

Well Very well Total

A few 
sentences

. . 44.4% 10.3% 3.5% 6.2% 10

A little . . 55.6% 69.2% 6.9% 0.0% 34

Quite well . . 0.0% 20.5% 20.7% 6.2% 15

Well . . 0.0% 0.0% 65.5% 18.8% 22

Very well . . 0.0% 0.0% 3.5% 68.8% 12

Total 0 0 9 39 29 16 93
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Table 5.6 shows the calibrated written English proficiency, using the same methodology as for oral English. 

Table 5.6 Calibrated oral written English proficiency (Hong Kong residents aged 12 and above) 

Table 5.6 shows that 24% of the population are calibrated to have written English proficiency of at least 
‘Quite well’. Table 3.2 shows that 86% of those working use English for reading or writing. This is 
consistent with the workplace study mentioned above, which showed that for most industries, English 
continues to be used widely, but again, the emphasis for most industries is generally on ‘effective 
communication’ rather than ‘native-like’ competence. 

5.5. Written Simplified Chinese 

A total of 1,530 respondents were asked if they would agree to Simplified Chinese assessment and 387 
(25%) agreed to do this, while 79 (20%) actually completed the online survey form for written Chinese. As 
can be seen, the relationship is quite strong and the Spearman’s rank correlation is 0.531 (p<0.0001). For 
self-reported proficiency of ‘A few sentences’, most are rated ‘A few sentences’ or ‘A little’, for self-report 
of ‘A little’, most are rated ‘A little’, for self-report of ‘Quite well’, most are rated ‘A little’, for a self-report 
of ‘Well’, most are rated as ‘Well’ or ‘Very well’ and for self-report of ‘Very well’, most are rated ‘Very 
well’. In short, the linkage is quite strong, but weaker than the other assessments. 

Table 5.7 Assessed proficiency for each level of self-reported proficiency for written Simplified Chinese 

Level Percentages

Not at all 22.3%

A few sentences 23.0%

A little 30.7%

Quite well 8.6%

Well 10.6%

Very well 4.7%

Self-
reported

Assessed Not at all A few 
sentences

A little Quite 
well

Well Very well Total

Not at all . 0.0% 0.0% 4.4% 0.0% 0.0% 1

A few 
sentences

. 33.3% 6.3% 4.4% 0.0% 0.0% 6

A little . 33.3% 71.9% 56.5% 0.0% 0.0% 39

Quite well . 11.1% 15.6% 17.4% 0.0% 11.1% 11

Well . 11.1% 6.3% 13.0% 50.0% 11.1% 10

Very well . 11.1% 0.0% 4.4% 50.0% 77.8% 12

Total 0 9 32 23 6 9 79
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Table 5.8 shows the calibrated written Simplified Chinese proficiency, using the same methodology as for 
oral English. 

Table 5.8 Calibrated Simplified Chinese proficiency for Hong Kong residents aged 12 and above 

Table 5.8 shows that about 30% of the population has competence of at least ‘Quite well’ in simplified 
Chinese. Table 3.2 shows that use of simplified Chinese in the workplace is currently lower (from 11% for 
internal writing to 21% for reading) than for written English. 

In summary, this chapter provides the first population-based and calibrated assessment of oral and written 
language skills in Hong Kong, which provide a much stronger factual basis for claims about language 
proficiency in the community. 

Level Percentages

Not at all 26.1%

A few sentences 6.4%

A little 37.1%

Quite well 10.0%

Well 10.2%

Very well 10.2%
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Chapter 6 Policy recommendations 

1. That the HKSAR government should continue to promote its stated policy of ‘trilingualism and 
biliteracy’ in the HKSAR, with the implications of continuing economic benefits of communication with 
the Mainland and the rest of the world in English and Putonghua and the social and cultural benefits of 
the continuing strength of Cantonese.  

2. That the government consider ways in which high-level proficiency in both oral and written English and 
simplified written Chinese might be more effectively promoted through Hong Kong’s education system, 
given the evidence in this report that the numbers estimated to be high-level performers in these three 
varieties is noticeably low with the implication that although the number of trilingual in Hong Kong are 
increasing, the number with high level proficiency is still relatively small, which hampers the high level 
of communication needed in executive level communication in business and government  

3. That the government consider framing ‘biliteracy’ to encompass literacy in both traditional and 
simplified Chinese characters, with the implication that Simplified characters are important for national 
communication but there are currently relatively low levels of proficiency at present, while Traditional 
characters remain essential to preservation of Hong Kong culture.  

4. That the government redouble its efforts to provide appropriate Chinese-as-a-Second-Language 
programmes for second language Chinese speakers, such as South Asian language speakers and 
immigrants, so as to allow these residents full access to the community, with the implication that 
although many younger South Asians have a command of spoken Cantonese, there remains a serious 
challenge is providing adequate and relevant teaching in literacy in written Chinese to the whole 
community as well as oral Cantonese to older members.  

5. That the government cease the inaccurate labeling of resident South Asian language speaking students 
as non-Chinese speaking (NCS) students and instead use the more accurate and less discriminatory term 
of ‘Second Language Chinese speaking’ (SLCS) students with the implication that this label is highly 
misleading and potentially discriminatory and the term ‘Second Language Chinese speaking’ (SLCS) is 
not only linguistically accurate, but also non- discriminatory, exclusionary and discouraging.  

6. That the government require that all research funded with government money should normally be made 
fully public, as is already the case for research funded from the Public Policy Research Funding scheme 
of the the Central Policy Unit and most research funded by Food and Health Bureau, but not currently 
the case for research funded by the Standing Committee on Language Education and Research 
(SCOLAR) for language research that they fund from the Language Fund. Other jurisdictions have long 
recognised that publicly funded research is a public good that needs maximum publicity and access to 
ensure the maximum benefit to the community.  

7. That ethnic minority residents be recognised as constituting distinct language speaking groups with 
different characteristics living in different localities, as the language maps in this report illustrate with 
the implication that full recognition of the cultural and social capital from minorities will enhance Hong 
Kong’s position as China's leading financial and services centre, a great place to live and as Asia's world 
city.  

8. That future Censuses collect data on all the spoken and written languages of the HKSAR with the 
implication that only if the HKSARG records a full list of these languages will we have a full record of 
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multilingualism in Hong Kong and show how competitive it is with the multilingualism that London is 
so proud of.  

9. That the government and society in the HKSAR fully value the multilingualism of the community as a 
valuable resource, rather than regarding this as a problem. The implication is that multilingualism and 
multiculturalism represent key Hong Kong values and should contribute to 'the Hong Kong advantage' 
regionally and globally.  
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Chapter 7 Public engagement 

The research team considers public engagement to be a critical element of this project, hence our plan from 
the start to make this document a public document with Creative Commons licensing (see page 1), to make 
the full set of maps available on a website, and to engage with the public through the media. Our primary 
contact point is through the Languages page on the SSRC website, i.e. 

http://www.ssrc.hku.hk/languages/ 

which contains this document as  a downloadable pdf file and will have the full set of maps. 

We plan a press conference in August 2015, to cover the full contents of this report. 
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Appendix A Telephone survey questionnaire 

<Introduction>  
Hello! I'm (surname), interviewer of the Social Sciences Research Centre, University of Hong Kong. Your 
telephone number is selected by random sampling. We would like to invite you to participate in a social 
survey of languages in Hong Kong that will last for about 15 minutes. The information you give will be kept 
strict confidence and only for the purpose of collective data analysis. If you have any queries about the 
contents of the survey, please call the HKUSSRC at 3917-1600 or about your rights as research participant, 
please call the Ethics Committee of HKU at 2241-5267. To assure the quality of the interview, the following 
conversation will be recorded for quality assurance only.  

<Selecting respondent> 
[v3] How many family members at or above the age of 12 are living in this home? 

[v4] Among all those who are at home, may I speak to the one who will next have a birthday? 
 <Need parental approval if under 18>  
 (Interviewer: explain the respondent selection method by using ‘Next Birthday’ rule if respondent 
questions) 
If the respondent is over 18, please ask him/her to answer the phone. 

(Interviewer: Repeat the introduction) We would like to invite you to take part in the survey. Do you agree to 
participate in this survey?  
If the selected respondent is under 18, we need to obtain parent/guardian consent before conducting the 
interview with him/her. May I speak to a parent or guardian?  
Hello! I'm (surname), interviewer of the Social Sciences Research Centre, University of Hong Kong. Your 
telephone number is selected by random sampling. We would like to invite you to participate in a social 
survey of languages in Hong Kong that will last for about 15 minutes. The information you give will be kept 
strict confidence and only for the purpose of collective data analysis. If you have any queries about the 
contents of the survey, please call the HKUSSRC at 3917-1600 or about your rights as research participant, 
please call the Ethics Committee of HKU at 2241-5267. To assure the quality of the interview, the following 
conversation will be recorded for quality assurance only.May I have your consent to your children’s 
participation in this survey?  
If agree, interview starts 
If disagree, Interview ends, thank respondent.  

[V5] Which languages and dialects are regularly spoken by your family members at home? [Can choose 
more than one answer; no need to read out choices, if asked, regularly means at least once per month] 
Please choose all that apply:  
Cantonese 
Chiu Chau  
Fukien 
Hakka 
Putonghua 
Shanghainese  
Sze Yap (San Wui, Hoi Ping, Yan Ping, Toi Shan)  
Other Chinese dialects  
English  
French 
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German  
Portuguese  
Spanish  
Other European languages 
Filipino  
Indonesian  
Japanese  
Korean 
Malay 
Thai 
Nepalese 
Urdu 
Hindi 
Other Asian languages 
Other 

[V6] Do you have a foreign domestic helper in your household? 
Please choose only one of the following: 
Yes 
No  
  
[V7] Which languages and dialects do you use when speaking to them? 
                       
[V8] What languages and dialects do you use regularly when speaking with any of your friends?  

[V9] Do you work currently? 
Please choose only one of the following:  
Yes  
No, student 
No, homemaker 
No, unemployed 
No, retired 
Other  
               
[V10] What is your current occupation? 
Managers and administrators 
Professionals 
Associate professionals 
Clerks 
Service workers and shop sales workers 
Craft and related workers 
Plant and machine operators and assemblers 
Elementary occupations 
Skilled agricultural and fishery workers  
Other  

[V11] Which languages and dialects do you use when speaking with bosses and colleagues at work?  
  
[V12] Which languages and dialects do you use when speaking to clients and customers at work? 
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[V13] At work, does your position require you to produce written correspondence,reports, notes, memos, 
emails etc. for internal communications within your workplace?  

[V14] Which languages do you normally use for such purposes? 
Please choose all that apply:  
Traditional Chinese 
Simplified Chinese 
English 
French  
German 
Portuguese 
Spanish 
Other European languages 
Filipino 
Indonesian 
Japanese 
Korean 
Malay  
Thai 
Other Asian languages 
Other 
                                   
[V15] At work, when you write internal communications in Chinese, how often do you write in simplified 
Chinese characters?  
Please choose only one of the following:  
All of the time 
Most of the time 
Some of the time 
Rarely  
Never 

[V16] At work, does your position require you to produce written correspondence,reports, notes, memos, 
emails etc for external communications with clients and customers?  
Please choose only one of the following:  
Yes 
No 
               
[V17] Which language(s) do you normally use for such purposes? 

[V18] At work, when you write external communications in Chinese, how often do you write in simplified 
Chinese characters?  
               
[V19] At work, does your position require you to read instructions, manuals, correspondence, reports, notes, 
memos, etc? 

         
 [V20] In which languages are these materials normally written? [Can choose more than one answers; no 
need to read out choices] 

[V21] At work, how often do you read simplified Chinese characters? 
[Read out choices] 
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[V22] You are studying...? 
Please choose only one of the following:  
Primary school 
Secondary school 
Tertiary / post secondary education 
Other, please specify 
             
[V23]{For secondary school pupils}In the English lesson, which language(s) does your teacher (if he/she is 
Chinese) speak?  
Please choose only one of the following:  
All Cantonese 
Mainly Cantonese, with some English 
Half Cantonese and half English 
Mainly English, with some Cantonese 
All English  
Other  
               
[V24] In the Maths lesson, which language(s) does your teacher (if he/she is Chinese) speak?  
       
[V25] In which language do you expect to take your DSE Maths exam? 
Please choose only one of the following:  
Chinese 
English 
Other  
         
[V26] How often do you listen to the English language dialogue when watching movies in the cinema? 
[Read out choices] 
Please choose only one of the following:  
Very often 
Sometimes 
Rarely 
Never  
Other  
                     
[V27] How often do you watch English language programmes on TV?  

[V27a] How often do you watch Putonghua language programmes on TV? 
                         
[V28] How often do you read English language newspapers and/or magazines?[Read out choices if 
necessary; e.g. respondents are not used to the response format] 
Please choose only one of the following:  

[V29] How often do you read English language books? 

[V29a] How often do you read Chinese language books in traditional characters? 

[V29b] How often do you read Chinese language books in simplified characters? 

[V30] How often do you use the internet using either computer or smartphone? 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[V31] How often do you read English webpages on the internet? 
[Read out choices if necessary; e.g. respondents are not used to the response format] 

[V32] How often do you read Traditional Chinese webpages on the internet? 
             
[V33] How often do you read Simplified Chinese webpages on the internet? 

[V34] Which language(s) do you mainly use for email? 
[No need to read out choices; do so only when respondents can't answer] 
            
[V35] Which language(s) do you mainly choose for web searching? 
[No need to read out choices; do so only when respondents can't answer] 

[V36] Which search engine do you most often use for web searching? 
Please choose only one of the following:  
Google 
Yahoo 
Baidu 
Bing/Microsoft 
Ask  
AOL 
Qihoo 
Sogou  
Other  
                               
[V37] Which language(s) do you mainly use for sending SMS on your mobile phone? [No need to read out 
choices; do so only when respondents can't answer] 
Please choose only one of the following:  
Chinese 
English 
English & Chinese 
Other languages  
Other  

[V50] I would now like to ask about what type of school you would choose for your children, if you were 
making the choice today (read out choices)  
CMI (Chinese medium of instruction) 
EMI (English medium of instruction) 
ESF/International 
Overseas school  
Other  
             
[V50.1] In Hong Kong schools, do you think the subject of Chinese language and literature should be taught 
in Cantonese alone, Putonghua alone or both together? 
Please choose only one of the following:  
Cantonese alone 
Putonghua alone 
both together  
Other  
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<Language attitudes>         
[V51] In your opinion, which written language, Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese or English, is 
easiest to learn?  
Please choose only one of the following:  
Traditional Chinese 
Simplified Chinese 
English 
No difference  
Other  

For the next few questions, please choose among Cantonese, Putonghua or English. But if you don't know, 
please say so. 
 [V52] In your opinion, which spoken language is easiest to learn?  
             
 [V53]The most modern language to use in Hong Kong society is: 
             
 [V54] The first language of Hong Kong society in future should be: 

 [V55] The first language of business should be: 
             
 [V56] The first language of Hong Kong culture should be: 
     
[v56.1] How seriously do you think Cantonese is endangered now as the main language of Hong Kong (Not 
at all, a little, moderately, a lot, critical)? 

Now I am going to ask you some questions about your everyday life.  

[V57] When you use an ATM, which language do you most often choose to appear on the screen?  
         
[V58] When you sign a cheque, which language do you most often use to sign your name? 
Please choose only one of the following:  
Chinese 
English 
Mixed Chinese and English 
Others 
             
[V59] In which language do you most often write in the amount on a cheque? 

[V60] Do you have an English name? [English name: Ann, Paul; English translated Chinese name excluded] 
         
[V61] How often do you use your English name? [Read out choices] 
         
[V62] Is your English name on your HK identity card? 

[V63] Do you think there is a unique Hong Kong style of English? 
         
[V64] When you speak English which accent would you most like to have? [Read out choices] 
Please choose only one of the following:  
British 
American 
Hong Kong 
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Other 
                     
[V65] Which type of English do you think should be taught in secondary schools? [Read out choices] 

[V66] Would it be acceptable to Hong Kong people if the next Chief Executive spoke Putonghua but not 
Cantonese? 
         
[V67] What would you say your identity is? [Read out choices] 
Please choose only one of the following:  
Chinese 
Hong Kong Chinese 
Hong Kong person 
British Hong Kong 
Other 
               
<Demographics and language proficiency> 
[V68] Sex {Fill in by interviewer; please don't ask unless unsure} 
Please choose only one of the following:  
Male 
Female 
Other  

[V69] Where is your place of birth? 
Please choose only one of the following:  
Hong Kong 
Mainland China 
Macau 
Taiwan  
Singapore / India / Malaysia 
Other Asian countries 
UK 
North America 
Australasia 
Others, please specify                         

[V70] In which year did you arrive in Hong Kong? 

[V71] Where is your ancestral home? 
Please choose only one of the following:  
Hong Kong 
Macau 
Taiwan 
Guangdong Province 
Fujian Province 
Shanghai (and Jiangsu and Zhejiang Provinces) 
Beijing (and Hebei Province)  
Another place in the PRC 
Other                      
  
[V72] What highest level of education have you attended? 
Please choose only one of the following:  
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No schooling 
Kindergarten 
Primary education only 
Lower secondary (Form 1-3) 
Upper secondary (Form 4-5) 
Matriculation (Form 6-7) 
Tertiary (non-degree) 
Tertiary (degree) 
Other type of education 

[V73] What was the medium of instruction at your secondary school? 
               
[V74] Which type of English were you taught at secondary school?  
Please choose only one of the following:  
British English 
North American English 
Hong Kong English 
Other varieties 
Other 
  
[V75] Which language would you say is your mother tongue? [Mother tongue: most familiar language] 
  
[V78] Before you went to school, which languages could you speak? [Can choose more than one answers; 
no need to read out choices] 
                                                         
[V79] Now, which languages can you speak? [Can choose more than one answers; no need to read out 
choices] 
                                                       
I would like to ask you some questions about your language proficiency using the scale (not at all, a few 
sentences, a little, quite well, well, very well) 
  
[V801] Oral Putonghua 
                 
[v38] Oral Cantonese 
                 
[V811] Oral English 

[V41] Written Traditional Chinese 
                 
[V42] Written Simplified Chinese 
       
[V43] Written English 
         
[V82] Do you consider yourself to be someone who knows both English and Chinese? 
         
[V83] Do you consider yourself to be a 'bilingual'? [Don't explain the meaning of bilingual]  
Yes 
No 
Partly 
Uncertain 
Does not understand the meaning of 'bilingual' 
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Other  
                       
[V84] How often do you hear people mixing English and Cantonese? [Read out choices] 

[V85] How often do you yourself mix English and Cantonese? 
[Read out choices if necessary; e.g. respondents are not used to the response format] 
             
[V86] How often do you hear people mixing Putonghua and Cantonese? 
[Read out choices if necessary; e.g. respondents are not used to the response format] 

[V87] How often do you yourself mix Putonghua and Cantonese? 
[Read out choices if necessary; e.g. respondents are not used to the response format] 
             
[V88] Do you have any close relatives already living in an English-speaking country? [Close relatives: 
parents, spouse, siblings, children] 
         
[V90] Have you ever lived abroad in an English speaking country? 

[V91] Where did you live? [Can choose more than one answers] 
Australia 
Canada 
New Zealand 
Singapore 
U.K. 
U.S.A. 
Other 
                         
[V92] What was the longest period you were abroad in years? [Exclude temporary breaks such as holiday] 
    
[V93] How old are you? 
   
[V94] Do you have any children? 
  
 [V95] What is/was the medium of instruction of your children's secondary school? [No need to read out 
choices; do so only when respondents can't answer] 
[If more than 1 child, ask the eldest one][ask for the latest school] 

 [V96] What is your marital status? 
Please choose only one of the following:  
Never married  
Now married  
Widowed  
Divorced/Separated  
Other  

[V97] Which district are you living in? 
Please choose only one of the following:  
Central and Western  
Wanchai 
Eastern  
Southern   
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Yau Tsim Mong  
Sham Shui Po  
Kowloon City  
Wong Tai Sin  
Kwun Tong 
Kwai Tsing  
Tsuen Wan  
Tuen Mun  
Yuen Long  
North  
Tai Po  
Shatin  
Sai Kung  
Islands   
Other  

[V98] What is your average monthly household income?[No need to read out choices; do so only when 
respondents can't answer] 
Please choose only one of the following:  
under $2,000 
$2,000 - $3,999 
$4,000 - $5,999 
$6,000 - $7,999  
$8,000 - $9,999 
$10,000 - $14,999 
$15,000 - $19,999 
$20,000 - $24,999 
$25,000 - $29,999 
$30,000 - $39,999 
$40,000 - $59,999 
above or equal to $60,000 
Other  

[V99] Which social class do you feel closest to? [Read out choices] 
Please choose only one of the following:  
Working class 
Middle class  
Upper class  
Other  

Which language did you use to complete this interview?  
Please choose only one of the following:  
Cantonese  
Putonghua  
English  
Others, please specify  
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Appendix B Oral language assessment questions 

 [V100] <English oral assessment>I would like to ask you an open-ended question about life 
in Hong Kong. Would you be prepared to answer me in English and let me record your 
answer?  

[V100a] Please tell me where you live.  

[V100b] Do you live alone or with other people?  

[V100c] What were you doing just before we phoned you?  

[V100d] What are you planning to do this Sunday?  

[V100e] Can you say what is the most important part of Hong Kong culture for you?  

[v107]<Putonghua oral assessment>I would like to ask you an open-ended question about 
life in Hong Kong. Would you be prepared to answer me in Putonghua and let me record 
your answer?  

 [V107a] �	U�"�? ,���?8? (‘What is your name and where do you live?’  

[V107b] ��P?�?K	U��J��? (‘Where do you live and who lives with 
you?’ ) 

 [V107c] E�C'��18-��3�P?�?5	U�? (‘Tell me where you 
would like to go on holidays – and why?’) 

[V107d] �S4B%.ND0 06? (‘How is Putonghua useful to you in Hong 
Kong?’) 

 [V107e] E<���S48O#��&A. (‘Please offer suggestions to a tourist 
coming to Hong Kong’) 
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Appendix C Written language assessment questions 

Would you be prepared to answer 2 very short online questions to assess your written 
English and simplified Chinese, with the link sent to you by email?  

Welcome to the online part of the Language Survey of SSRC. 

A1. According to our record you have answered in our database, we would like to invite you to answer a 
written question in English and/ or Simplified Chinese. 

B. English Questions 
B1. Please tell me where you live (Please submit in ENGLISH)  

B2. Do you live alone or with other people? 
(Please submit in ENGLISH) 

B3. What were you doing just before we phoned you? 
(Please submit in ENGLISH) 

B4. What are you planning to do this Sunday? (Please submit in ENGLISH) 

B5. Can you say what is the most important part of Hong Kong culture for you? 
(Please submit in ENGLISH) 

C1. I�F'���Q (E6=T�* ( ;T�* �9) (Please submit in Chinese) 

C2. ����L,��
���? (E6=T�* ( ;T�* �9) (Please submit in Chinese) 

C3. ')7G>��, ��	�? (E6=T�* ( ;T�* �9) (Please submit in Chinese) 

C4. M�+1!):�	�? (E6=T�* ( ;T�* �9) (Please submit in Chinese) 

C5. $2H, /R@8S4*�,	�? (E6=T�* ( ;T�* �9) (Please submit in Chinese) 

Thank you very much for your participation 
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Appendix D Demographics of the survey sample 

Table 1 Age Group 

Table 2 Gender 

Table 3 Birth place 

Level	 Count Percentages

12-19 154 7.52

20-29 231 11.27

30-39 161 7.86

40-49 293 14.30

50-59 419 20.45

60-69 404 19.72

70-79 217 10.59

80+ 104 5.08

Refusal 66 3.22

Total 2049 100.00

Level	 Count Percentages

Male 839 40.95

Female 1210 59.05

Total 2049 100.00

Level	 Count Percentages

Hong	Kong 1319 64.37

Mainland 623 30.41

Macau 30 1.46

Taiwan 8 0.39

SE/S	Asia 14 0.68

Other	Asia 18 0.88

N o r t h	
America 8 0.39

Australasia 2 0.10

Other 27 1.32

Total 2049 100.00
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Table 4 Years in Hong Kong (if not born here) 

Table 5 Ancestral Home 

Table 6 Highest level of Education attained 

Minimum 0

Lower Quartile 21

Median 36

Upper Quartile 54

Maximum 84

Mean 33

Standard Deviation 18

Level	 Count Percentages

Hong	Kong 45 2.20

Macau 2 0.10

Taiwan 9 0.44

Guangdong 1631 79.60

Fujian 120 5.86

Shanghai 76 3.71

Beijing 5 0.24

O t h e r	
Mainland 76 3.71

Other 85 4.15

Total 2049 100.00

None 68 3.32

KG 2 0.10

Primary 292 14.25

Lower	Sec 306 14.93

Upper	Sec 528 25.77

Matric 154 7.52

T e r < a r y	
(ND) 152 7.42

Ter<ary	(D) 540 26.35

Other 7 0.34

Total 2049 100.00
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Table 7 Have children? 

Table 8 Marital status 

Table 9 District 

Level	 Count Percentages

Yes 1337 66.52

No 673 33.48

Total 2010 100.00

Level	 Count Percentages

Never	married 545 27.31

Now	married 1269 63.58

Widowed 119 5.96

Divorced/Separated 63 3.16

Total 1996 100.00

Level	 Count Percentages

C e n t r a l	 &	
Western 70 3.47

Wan	Chai 33 1.64

Eastern 201 9.97

Southern 74 3.67

Sham	Shui	Po 82 4.07

Kowloon	City 91 4.51

Wong	Tai	Sin 109 5.40

Kwun	Tong 115 5.70

Yau	Tsim	Mong 188 9.32

Kwai	Tsing 151 7.49

Tsuen	Wan 94 4.66

Tuen	Mun 110 5.45

Yuen	Long 141 6.99

North 92 4.56

Tai	Po 89 4.41

Sha	Tin 215 10.66

Sai	Kung 116 5.75

Islands 46 2.28

Total 2017 100.00
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Table 10 Household Income 

Table 11 Social class 

Level	 Count Percentages

<$2k 176 10.53

$2-4k 64 3.83

$4-6k 39 2.33

$6-8k 35 2.10

$8-10k 35 2.10

$10-15k 163 9.76

$15-20k 134 8.02

$20-25k 180 10.77

$25-30k 115 6.88

$30-40k 231 13.82

$40-60k 270 16.16

$60k+ 229 13.70

Total 1671 100.00

Level	 Count Percentages

Working 1120 58.00

Middle 799 41.38

Upper 12 0.62

Total 1931 100.00
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